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1. Executive Summary
 This report describes the work done during the third and final year (period April 04 – March
05). According to the description of work, “the overall objective of the TAPAS project is to
develop novel methods, tools, algorithms and protocols that support the construction and
provisioning of Internet application services. The project will achieve the overall objective by
developing QoS enabled middleware services capable of meeting Service Level Agreements
(SLAs) between application services and will enhance component based middleware
technologies such that components can be deployed and interact across organisational
boundaries. The project will develop notations for expressing SLAs to enable specification of
QoS, such as the availability as well as trust relationships. SLA trust specifications will be used
for deriving service invocation primitives enriched with authentication, non-repudiation
mechanisms, with or without the involvement of trusted third parties.”

Specific third year objectives were: the first objective was to integrate the various subsystems
developed in the second year into a working platform, and demonstrate its features with the help
of the auction application. The second objective was to complete the work on SLA analysis tool.
The third objective was to ensure a clear path for exploitation of TAPAS results by making
available relevant TAPAS software under open source license. All these objectives were to be
achieved by September 04. The Final objective was to evaluate the TAPAS platform and report
the findings. These objectives have been achieved. Evaluations show the benefit of TAPAS
enabled JBoss clusters with a larger number of nodes, especially for higher load characteristics:

• SLA modelling allows to formalize SLAs and to re-use gained experience

• Middleware monitoring allows to gather data that is otherwise hard to determine in test runs

• Dynamic clustering provides a novel, promising way to run clusters, with the perspective to
efficiently utilize resources as discussed in section 2.21.

•  External SLA monitoring, based on the TAPAS middleware, allows to outsource a
supervision solution, that is currently not even planned for most hosting solutions.

• Contract monitoring can even more enforce the fairness of distributed parties in complex
scenarios.

•  The Non-repudiation protocol implementation allows to gain trust by implementing an
enveloping of requests and response.
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 2. Project Rationale and Exploitation Plan

 2.1.  Rationale

It is well known that organisations are increasingly focusing on their core businesses and
streamlining their operations by ‘outsourcing’ non-core businesses to external organisations.
In particular, many organisations find it cost effective to outsource their IT applications to
Application Service Providers (ASPs). An ASP typically uses middleware and component
technologies for deploying, hosting and managing applications of an organization from a
centrally managed facility. However, as organisations become global and distributed, such
centrally managed hosting solutions will need to be replaced by multi-site, distributed hosting
solutions.

The TAPAS project was interested in developing solutions to the problem faced by Application
Service Providers (ASPs) when called upon to host distributed applications that make use of a
wide variety of Internet services provided by different organisations. This naturally leads to the
ASP acting as an intermediary for interactions for information sharing that cross organisational
boundaries. As explained in the first year deliverable report D5, essentially this means that an
ASP should be capable of hosting Virtual Organisations (VOs), meaning, it should be capable
of providing facilities for forming and managing VOs. We define a Virtual Organisation (VO)
as a strategic alliance among a group of cooperating organisations that share services
electronically – say using Web/Internet technology – for the accomplishment of a set of
mutually beneficial business goals; these arrangements being made such that each organisation
continues to maintain its own autonomy, except for the mutually agreed undertakings of the
alliance.

A central requirement of VO operational management is to enable organisations to regulate
access to their service resources in a manner, which honours their individual resource sharing
policies both securely and with integrity. Regulating such access is made difficult since each
potentially accessible organisation might not unguardedly trust the others. Accordingly, all
organisations within a VO will require their interactions to be strictly controlled and policed.
There will therefore be a need for all business process relationships to be underpinned by
guarded trust management procedures.

In the TAPAS project, we have taken the view that to form and automatically manage
partnerships within a VO underpinned by guarded trust management procedures, it will be
necessary to have electronic representations of contracts that can be used to mediate the rights
and obligations that each interacting entity promises to honour. In the worst case, violations of
agreed interactions are detected and notified to all interested parties.

With the above observations in mind, the overall objective of the TAPAS project was to develop
novel methods, tools, algorithms and protocols that support the construction and provisioning of
Internet application services.
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2.2. Exploitation Plan

Newcastle University: The Distributed Systems Group has a strong record of working with
industries. In conjunction with Nortel (Harlow research lab), we contributed to the development
of the workflow standard by making a submission to the OMG based on our workflow
technology (Nortel and University of Newcastle upon Tyne, “Workflow Management Facility
Specification”, Revised submission, OMG document bom/98-03-01). We collaborated with
IBM, IONA Technologies and others in making an OMG submission “Additional structuring
mechanisms for the OTS”; this submission has now been adopted as the OMG standard for
extended transactions, and will be part of future release of J2EE middleware. Results from
TAPAS will be used in existing and future research projects on middleware related distributed
computing.

Newcastle is taking part in EU Project IST-2001-37126: “ADAPT (Middleware Technologies
for Adaptive and Composable Distributed Components” where there is specific collaboration
of trust and security.  Newcastle is also taking part in two UK funded projects on  virtual
organisations that complement the work being done in TAPAS. In particular, in the GOLD
project, Web services and component middleware will be used as the enabling technology to
develop a set of methods and tools for dealing with trust, security, lifecycle and information
management in highly dynamic Virtual Organisations (VOs) the chemical industry.

Adesso AG: Adesso AG is a full service provider for the design, development and operation of
e-business applications. The development paradigm applied is that of component-based
software development. This paradigm and the application domain of e-business applications
perfectly match because most e-business applications encompass various COTS components.
This does not only pose some extra challenges with respect to system integration, release
management and test of e-business applications, but it is also hindering the business model
ASP for e-business applications. Due to the heterogeneity of e-business application standard
ASP service level agreements usually cannot be applied. Instead it is necessary to relate service
level agreements to components of an e-business application individually. This may, for
example, mean to define service levels agreements as the following:

• The portal site will be accessible for 98% of the time.

• Access to the e-controlling component is ensured for 90% of the time.

• The minimal recovery time for the access to individual customer data is 20 minutes;

the recovery time for profile data is 60 minutes.

This example shows, that different types of functionality ask for detailed agreements. Thus,
fine-grained service level agreements help to provide the services needed at affordable costs. Of
course, it is possible to offer only more coarse-grained service levels, but this usually leads to
cost explosions which are not acceptable for customers. With the possibility to define and
implement fine-grained service level agreements developed by TAPAS, Adesso can foster its
core business in several ways:

1. It is possible to argue for component-based development of e-business applications, because
this is a prerequisite for fine-grained service level agreements.
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2. The range of software systems which can be integrated into e-business applications, which
are ASP-operated is extended. For the time being, systems whose low robustness endangers the
availability of the overall e-business application cannot be integrated. If it was possible to agree
for lower services or such a component, it would be possible to integrate despite its robustness.

3. The ASP services of Adesso will be much more attractive, if fine-grained agreements are
possible. In contrast to standard offerings, the ASP levels can be precisely adapted to customer
requirements.

Though TAPAS results are already available it is quite difficult to reason about future  business
types. Asides from SLA-related services in consultancy, software  development and hosting, the
availability of formal SLAs can foster a completely  different type of business. When building
web portals most companies are eager to  integrate foreign services, depending on the portals
target group. While Internet  portals will typically integrate information and shopping services
such as weather  data, stock exchange rates or dedicated offerings for members, portals for
employees tend to integrate internal and external services such as time sheets, travel  booking
etc. Focussing on external services it will be easier for start up companies to  offer data services,
because they can prove their SLA fulfilment and thus gain  reliability. However, as markets and
economies are changing rapidly reliable predictions will be  rather difficult to construct.

Though TAPAS does not address all aspects of the ASP scenario, it is obvious that  open and
clear interfaces together with proven QoS will enable outsourcing of currently integrated
services. During the last years it could be observed in the market  that for instance Storage Area
Networks (SAN) became quite popular, which resulted  in companies offering even storage via
Internet TCP/IP connections. In contrast to  this outsourcing trend costs for disk space and
memory have fallen to a level, where  it does not pay to outsource the storage any more. It
seems that human work is the more expensive factor, so that currently manual process steps
such as software  development and support are outsourced to foreign countries. However, based
on the clear separation of concerns in TAPAS it is fair to say that  business partners can find
suitable division of work, thus allowing to outsource parts  into new business types.

Adesso as the industrial partner is highly interested in results that can be turned into business.
From our point of view the TAPAS components have already proven to be suitable for ASP
market problems:

• SLA modelling allows to formalize SLAs and to re-use gained experience

• Middleware monitoring allows to gather data that is otherwise hard to determine in test runs

• Dynamic clustering provides a novel, promising way to run clusters, with the perspective to
efficiently utilize resources as discussed in section 2.21.

•  External SLA monitoring, based on the TAPAS middleware, allows to outsource a
supervision solution, that is currently not even planned for most hosting solutions.

• Contract monitoring can even more enforce the fairness of distributed parties in complex
scenarios.

•  The Non-repudiation protocol implementation allows to gain trust by implementing an
enveloping of requests and response.
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• Group communication protocols enhance the JBoss cluster communication, thus building
an integral part of the middleware services.

University of Bologna: The research group at the Department of Computer Science of the
University of Bologna maintains close cooperation with national and international industries,
including Microsoft (Cambridge Research Laboratory) and Sun Microsystems, and national
research institutes, the "Fondazione Marconi" and the ENEA (the Italian bureau for new
technologies applied to the energy and environment), in the form of joint investigations under
contracts and grant programmes.

In addition, this research group is involved in the following two projects, recently approved by
their relative funding bodies:

(I) "Information Society - Architectures and Protocols for Replicated Web Services", funded by
the Italian Ministry of the Education, University, and Research (MIUR), and

(ii) "Design, development, and evaluation of an infrastructure for supporting mobile, multimodal
access to Web services", funded by the Emilia-Romagna County Council.

Both these projects, which are carried out in collaboration with a number of Italian Universities
and companies, address issues of design of QoS-aware middleware services and platforms.
Specifically, the former project deals with issues of service replication in geographically
clustered Web Services, and assumes that the geographical cluster of servers that support those
Services can cross organizational boundaries. The latter, instead, addresses issues of Web
access ubiquity, and investigates the design of middleware solutions that enable the Web
Service designer to meet the so-called Always Best Connected (ABC) requirement in a
multimodal and mobile environment.

Owing to their very nature and relative scope, both these projects are planning to use of
solutions and technologies which are being developed as part of the TAPAS project; thus, both
these projects can notably contribute to the dissemination and use of those solutions and
technologies.

University College London: UCL relies to a considerable extent on direct industrial funding
and consulting. The knowledge required to be able to provide high-quality consulting services is
often produced in projects such as TAPAS. UCL therefore hopes to exploit the results of the
TAPAS in the following ways:

• Technology transfer initiatives towards the industry.

•  Provision of consulting services to external companies (including education and

training).

• Dissemination (consisting essentially of publications and courses).

The Software Systems Engineering Group of UCL is well positioned for this exploitation. It
has ongoing research collaborations with a number of industrial partners, including British
Telecom, Hewlett Packard Labs, IBM Hursley Park, Kodak, Microsoft Research, UK National
Air Traffic Services, Philips, Searchspace, Telelogic, Toshiba Corporation, UBS Warburg,
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Unipower Solutions and the Zuehlke Technology Group. The TAPAS project partners hope to
use these good collaborations as a route for exploiting the knowledge produced in TAPAS.
Zuehlke Technology Group has a seat on the Industry Advisory Board.

University of Cambridge: Cambridge University has a plethora of industrial collaborators,
and will seek to exploit any and all of its research when appropriate. In this project, links with
Microsoft Research may prove extremely valuable, as they have a research laboratory in
Cambridge working in collaboration with the University. As well as this, the Hewlett Packard
research lab may also be potential paths to exploitation, given long term relationships with them.
Finally, we will be able to use the output of TAPAS within the academic community itself
directly to support more performant application services for teaching and research.

The Principal Investigator at Cambridge University is active in the IETF, in the RMT working
group (5 RFCs last year), as well as more generally in Transport Area working group. As well
as this, we co-chair the Grid High Performance Network research group of the GGF. In these
two organisations, we have a direct path to taking group communications protocols to the
Internet Standards world as well as to the scientific user community, and we can help with
dissemination of results on technologies and techniques for implementing Service Level
Agreement.

Cambridge also has another EU project and several PhD students working on a variety of
techniques to support Trust in Distributed Systems. As well as working with the partners in the
other project, we have been and will continue to publish in academic outlets.

As well as Microsoft Research, who fund several PhDs working in distributed computing in the
lab, we also now have a strong working relationship with Intel Research Cambridge (started in
the same building as the Computer Lab, after the TAPAS Project was initiated). Their interests
in performance monitoring overlap with ours.

3. Project Objectives

3.1. Overall Objectives

According to the description of work, “the overall objective of the TAPAS project is to develop
novel methods, tools, algorithms and protocols that support the construction and provisioning of
Internet application services. The project will achieve the overall objective by developing QoS
enabled middleware services capable of meeting Service Level Agreements (SLAs) between
application services and will enhance component based middleware technologies such that
components can be deployed and interact across organisational boundaries. The project will
develop notations for expressing SLAs to enable specification of QoS, such as the availability
as well as trust relationships. SLA trust specifications will be used for deriving service
invocation primitives enriched with authentication, non-repudiation mechanisms, with or without
the involvement of trusted third parties.”
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3.2. Specific objectives for the reporting period (April 04 – September 04)
The first objective was to integrate the various subsystems developed in the second year into a
working platform, and demonstrate its features with the help of the auction application. The
second objective was to complete the work on SLA analysis tool. The third objective was to
ensure a clear path for exploitation of TAPAS results by making available relevant TAPAS
software under open source license. All these objectives were to be achieved by September 04.
The Final objective was to evaluate the TAPAS platform and report the findings.

4. Achievements and project status

4.1. Summary

The above objectives have been met. We identified the following three key requirements for
application service provisioning.

1. Enhancing the application hosting middleware platform to be QoS aware. This way, hosting
platform will be better equipped to meet the requirements of the hosting applications. In the
absence of such a feature, the only alternative available to an ASP is over provisioning, which is
not particularly desirable.

2. Ability to ensure that all inter-organisation interactions are strictly according to the terms and
conditions contracts in force. In the worst case, violations of agreed interactions are detected and
notified to all interested parties; for this, an audit trail of all interactions will need to be
maintained.

3. Ability to demonstrate that hosted applications are meeting the various QoS requirements of
SLAs.

These three requirements underpin the design of the TAPAS architecture. Figure 2 shows its
main features. If we ignore the three shaded/patterned entities (these are TAPAS specific
components), then we have a fairly ‘standard’ application hosting environment: an application
server constructed using component middleware (e.g., CORBA, J2EE). It is the inclusion of the
shaded/patterned entities that makes all the difference.

COMPONENT MIDDLEWARE

QoS management, monitoring and adaptation

Inter -organisational
interaction
regulation

QoS monitoring
and

violation detection

APPLICATIONS

QoS enabled
application
server

COMPONENT MIDDLEWARE

QoS management, monitoring and adaptation
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QoS monitoring
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violation detection

APPLICATIONS

COMPONENT MIDDLEWARE

QoS management, monitoring and adaptation

Inter -organisational
interaction
regulation

QoS monitoring
and

violation detection

APPLICATIONS

QoS enabled
application
server

TAPAS Architecture

The QoS management, monitoring and adaptation layer is intended to make the underlying
application server QoS enabled (requirement 1). It is responsible for reserving the underlying
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resources necessary to meet the QoS requirements of applications hosted by that application
server, and monitoring the reserved resources, and possibly adapting resource usage (e.g.,
reserving some more) in case the QoS delivered by these resources deviates from that required
by the applications. Final year deliverable report D11 describes in detail the design and
implementation of QoS aware application server.  

All cross-organisational interactions performed by applications are policed by the Inter-
Organisation Interaction regulation subsystem (requirement 2). First year deliverable D5
described how relevant aspects of terms and condition contracts can be converted into electronic
contracts (x-contracts) and represented using state machines and role based access control
(RBAC) mechanisms for run time monitoring and policing. Second year deliverable report D9
described how component middleware can be enhanced to incorporate non-repudiable service
interactions providing audit trails of service interactions. This subsystem could be provided by
the ASP or one or more trusted third parties.

It is necessary to be able to demonstrate that a hosted application actually meets the QoS
requirements (e.g., availability, performance) stated in the hosting contract SLAs (requirement
3). For this reason, we need an application level QoS monitoring service, which must also
measure various application level QoS parameters, calculate QoS levels and report any
violations. That is the function of the third subsystem shown in the figure. This subsystem
could be provided by the ASP or one or more trusted third parties. Second year deliverable
report, D10 described the design and implementation this subsystem. In TAPAS, QoS
requirements in SLAs are specified using the SLAng language described in deliverable report
D2.

The overall features of the TAPAS architecture summarised above are described in detail in the
deliverable report D6. The integration of the various subsystems and the development of the
auction application that demonstrates the features of the TAPAS platform are described in
deliverable report D15.  

An important feature of TAPAS architecture is that the three subsystems can be deployed
independent of each other. For example, an ASP might decide to use a ‘standard’ application
server, without the need for QoS management features, because in a given scenario, over
provisioning might be acceptable. The ASP still might need one or both of inter-organisation
interaction regulation and QoS monitoring and violation detection subsystems. Another
important feature of the TAPAS architecture is that the inter-organisation interaction regulation
subsystem, as well as the  QoS monitoring and violation detection subsystem could be provided
by the ASP or one or more trusted third parties, thereby providing extreme flexibility in
deployment.

4.2. Overview of progress made in each workpackages
The work within the TAPAS project was structured into four technical workpackages:

•  WP1 (Application Service Requirements and Specification): to meet the objectives
related to SLA specification, Service Composition and Analysis Techniques;

• WP2 (Design of QoS-aware Infrastructure for Application Hosting)
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• WP3 (Implementation of QoS-aware Core Services): together with WP2 to meet the
objectives related to Trusted and QoS-aware Services for Application Hosting; and

• WP4 (Case Studies and Evaluation): to meet the objectives related to assessment.

The contents of the third year deliverables that have been produced are summarised here.

 D4: SLA composition and validation (WP1)

In deliverable D2 we introduced SLAng, a language for Service Level Agreements (SLAs).
Deliverable D3 discussed a novel approach that we adopted to eliminate the possibility of
parties disagreeing over the meaning of an SLA, by providing the language with an
unambiguous semantic definition. We chose to apply a meta-modelling technique to the
definition of the language, in which both the syntax and semantic domain of the language are
explicitly modelled using a Meta-Object Facility (MOF) model (similar to a UML class
diagram). The syntactic part of the model defines the format of SLAng SLAs. The semantic part
of the model can be interpreted as describing the objects and events in the real world to which
the syntactic elements refer, in this case service infrastructure and the events associated with
service provision. SLAs may be associated with services, and Object Constraint Language
(OCL) constraints embedded in the model assert that service behaviours should be consistent
with the values specified in associated SLAs, hence defining the violation semantics for SLAng
SLAs.

The fact that the SLAng language is described using MDA modelling language technologies
presents the opportunity to apply the MDA approach of generating source code from models to
generate the implementation of an SLA checker. The meta-model provides a specification of the
data structures needed to store the pertinent SLA and service usage data, and the OCL
constraints in the meta-model define what it means for this data to be considered free from
violations. Deliverable D4 we describe how we have used the Java Metadata Interface (JMI)
standard to generate classes to store the data, and applied a free implementation of an OCL
interpreter to interpret the OCL constraints from the SLAng meta-model over these data, and
therefore detect violations if any exist. The main contributions of this work are: firstly, to
observe that the explicit meta-modelling approach used to define SLAng also effectively delivers
the specification of a component for storing and interpreting data relevant to SLAs, eliminating
the cost of reimplementing the checker when the language changes; secondly, to observe that by
generating a component for interpreting a language automatically from the language
specification we expect to reduce the chance of semantic errors being introduced during the
implementation process; and thirdly to describe and evaluate our experience and the practical
issues arising from taking this approach to producing the checker. The report also serves as
technical background to the SLAng checker component, employed to assess conformance with
SLAs in TAPAS technical demonstrations.

Our initial implementation of the SLA checker has served as a proof of concept and as an
opportunity to evaluate the technologies employed. It also provides a useful test platform for
refining future versions of the language, since the previously theoretical constraints and
semantic models can now be tested against real and synthesised scenarios of service usage. Our
future priorities will be to increase the sophistication of both the SLAng language and its SLA
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checker with the aim of producing a broadly applicable, precise language that can be used
cheaply and correctly in realistic situations.

D15: TAPAS QoS-aware Platform: technology and demonstrations (WP4)
TAPAS deliverable D15, describes the integration of TAPAS subsystems developed in the
second year into a working platform, and demonstrator applications built for testing and
evaluation.

A distributed auction application (specified in second year report D13) has been implemented to
illustrate various features of the TAPAS architecture.  Figure below shows the structure of the
application and various contracts.

The auction application runs on a cluster of application servers (assumed to belong to an ASP)
that has been enriched with TAPAS features. A load generator has been used to exercise the
application. The demonstration is intended to show four scenarios:

1. Electronic service SLAs contract monitoring: A third party service monitors the electronic
service SLAs (specified in SLAng) reporting any violations.  The QoS monitoring and violation
detection service has been implemented according to the architecture developed in TAPAS
deliverable report D10.  Integration with SLAng for collection of metrics has been achieved.

2. Meeting hosting SLAs contract obligations: We have implemented adaptive clustering
mechanism (QoS management, monitoring and Adaptation part shown in the TAPAS
architecture) for incorporating QoS awareness (by monitoring incoming load and resource
usage) into the application server cluster. This enriches the application server cluster with the
capability of taking active steps for meeting QoS obligations of hosting SLAs.  The deliverable
report D11 describes aspects in detail.

Auction application
owner

User
(Supplier)

Auctioneer
(Manufacturer)

Business
Service

ASP

ISP SSP OrganizationKeys:

ElectronicService SLA

Hosting SLA

Communication SLA

Service
Provider

Hosting SLA
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Terms & Conditions

ElectronicService SLA

User
(Supplier)

SLA

Trusted Third
Party

Monitoring

Auction Application with participants and their contractual relationships

3. Terms and conditions contract monitoring:  The inter-organisation interaction regulation
system of the TAPAS architecture (TAPAS deliverable D9) ensures that only valid interactions
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(as defined in the contract) take place and non-repudiation information is automatically
generated. The demonstration application shows that activities such as bid placement generate
non-repudiable evidence, and any non-contractual actions are not permitted.

4. Demonstration of QoS enabled group communication: The QoS enabled group
communication system described in year two deliverable report, D8, has been integrated in the
JBoss application server. This integration is described in chapter 6 of D15. The auction
application is not ideal for illustrating the features of the group communication system.  We
have therefore developed a separate application: a distributed collision detection system as
required in distributed games/virtual reality applications. Chapter 7 of D15 describes the
importance of having a QoS enabled group communication system for this purpose.

D6: TAPAS Architecture

Deliverable D6 is a revised version of first year deliverable, D5 “TAPAS Architecture:
Concepts and Protocols” and its aim is to describe the final version of the TAPAS architecture
for application hosting. The TAPAS project is interested in developing solutions to the problem
faced by Application Service Providers (ASPs) when called upon to host distributed
applications that make use of a wide variety of Internet services provided by different
organisations. This naturally leads to the ASP acting as an intermediary for interactions for
information sharing that cross organisational boundaries.

We identified three key requirements for application service provisioning.

1. Enhancing the application hosting middleware platform to be  QoS aware. This way, hosting
platform will be better equipped to meet the requirements of the hosting applications. In the
absence of such a feature, the only alternative available to an ASP is over provisioning, which is
not particularly desirable.

2. Ability to ensure that all inter-organisation interactions are strictly according to the terms and
conditions contracts in force. In the worst case, violations of agreed interactions are detected and
notified to all interested parties; for this, an audit trail of all interactions will need to be
maintained.

3. Ability to demonstrate that hosted applications are meeting the various QoS requirements of
SLAs.

These three requirements underpin the design of the TAPAS architecture. Three major
subsystems were identified, see section 4.1. The QoS management, monitoring and adaptation
subsystem is intended to make the underlying application server QoS enabled (requirement 1).
This system is described separately in deliverable report D11. All cross-organisational
interactions performed by applications are policed by the inter-organisation interaction
regulation subsystem (requirement 2) described in section 3 of D6. It has two components: one
for mediating contractual interactions and the other for providing non-repudiable service
interactions. We also need an application level QoS monitoring service (requirement 3), which
must measure various application level QoS parameters, calculate QoS levels and report any
violations. Its design was summarised in section 4 of D6.
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An important feature of TAPAS architecture is that the three subsystems can be deployed
independent of each other. For example, an ASP might decide to use a ‘standard’ application
server, without the need for QoS management features, because in a given scenario, over
provisioning might be acceptable. The ASP still might need one or both of inter-organisation
interaction regulation and QoS monitoring and violation detection subsystems. Another
important feature of the TAPAS architecture is that the inter-organisation interaction regulation
subsystem, as well as the  QoS monitoring and violation detection subsystem could be provided
by the ASP or one or more trusted third parties, thereby providing extreme flexibility in
deployment.

D11: QoS-aware Application Server: Design, Implementation, and Experimental
Evaluation

The Deliverable Report D11 describes the design, implementation and experimental evaluation
of a collection of middleware services which enable open-source, application server technology
to meet such Quality of Service (QoS) application requirements as service availability,
timeliness and throughput.

It is common industry practice to specify these requirements within a legally binding contract,
termed Service Level Agreement (SLA). The middleware services described in D11 enable the
construction of application hosting environments that can honour the so-called hosting SLAs;
i.e., the SLAs that bind those environments to the applications they hosts.

In D11, we term one such an environment a QoS-aware hosting environment, and show that, in
order to construct a QoS-aware hosting environment, the hosting SLAs are to be enforced, and
monitored at run-time. This entails that possible deviations of the QoS delivered by the
environment from that expected by the application must be detected, and corrective actions
taken, before the application hosting SLA be violated.

In D11 we propose that SLA enforcement and monitoring be carried out by two principal
middleware services, namely a Configuration Service (CS) and a Monitoring Service (MS),
which can be incorporated in the current open-source, application server technology. In addition,
as advanced application server technology (e.g., JBoss) enables hosting of distributed,
component-based applications within a cluster of application servers, the CS and MS mentioned
above have been designed and developed so as to exercise SLA enforcement and monitoring
over clustered application servers.

Clustered application servers can typically be used in order to provide the applications with a
highly available, fault tolerant, and scalable hosting environment. For both performance and
fault tolerance purposes, load balancing is to be deployed within a cluster of application servers
so as to distribute appropriately the computational load amongst those servers. To the best of
our knowledge, current open-source, J2EE based technology offers load balancing services
which implement simple, non adaptive load distribution strategies. As discussed in D11, static
load distribution may affect the QoS delivered by an application server cluster. In order to
overcome this problem, we have developed a load balancing service that incorporates an adaptive
load balancing strategy. This strategy, introduced in D11, can cope effectively with run time
variations of both the clustered servers computational load, and the cluster configuration.
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Specifically, our load balancing service operates in conjunction with the CS and MS in order to
implement QoS-aware application server clustering.

Finally, D11 discusses a set of experimental results that have emerged from an initial evaluation
of our implementation. These results show the effectiveness of our approach, and suggest that
there can be scope for extending this work to include support for clustering of application
servers across geographical distances (i.e., across wide area networks).

D14: Third Year Evaluation and Assessment Report

This document gives an overview over the results and their applicability by matching them to the
requirements identified at the start of the project. Hence section 2 lists the identified
requirements and describes if and how they have been achieved. In some cases it is necessary to
point to other documents for a detailed discussion. Aside from formal requirements it is vital to
the project to evaluate the results in a real world test bed, based on the scenario that has
accompanied us throughout the project, which is provided in section 3. Section 4 summarizes
the project results from the point of view of adesso as the industrial partner. In section 5 we list
publications that originated from the project, while section 6 contains additional material, that
could not be formatted in the text sufficiently.

Overall, in D14 we try to close the gap between the requirements as identified in D1 and the
evaluation by means of dedicated test scripts. While the requirements are discussed one by one
with respect to the final TAPAS results, the evaluation in terms of statistic data is reflected by
identifying the test installation, the application used for evaluating the solutions under real-world
conditions, the test script parameters and their respective results.

Evaluations show the benefit of TAPAS enabled JBoss clusters with a larger number of nodes,
especially for higher load characteristics.

• SLA modelling allows to formalize SLAs and to re-use gained experience

• Middleware monitoring allows to gather data that is otherwise hard to determine in test runs

• Dynamic clustering provides a novel, promising way to run clusters, with the perspective to
efficiently utilize resources as discussed in section 2.21.

•  External SLA monitoring, based on the TAPAS middleware, allows to outsource a
supervision solution, that is currently not even planned for most hosting solutions.

• Contract monitoring can even more enforce the fairness of distributed parties in complex
scenarios.

•  The Non-repudiation protocol implementation allows to gain trust by implementing an
enveloping of requests and response.
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D18: Technological Implementation Plan

This is electronic (online) report, giving an overview and summarising project results. This
report is under preparation. Project overview and results are also described in deliverable report
D20, which has been produced, and described next.

D20: TAPAS Final Report

The main objective of the TAPAS project was to develop novel methods, tools, algorithms and
protocols that support the construction and provisioning of Internet application services. The
project planned to achieve this objective by developing QoS enabled middleware services
capable of meeting Service Level Agreements (SLAs) between application services.

The project identified the following three key requirements for application service provisioning.

1. Enhancing the application hosting middleware platform to be QoS aware. This way, hosting
platform will be better equipped to meet the requirements of the hosting applications. In the
absence of such a feature, the only alternative available to an ASP is over provisioning, which is
not particularly desirable.

2. Ability to ensure that all inter-organisation interactions are strictly according to the terms and
conditions contracts in force. In the worst case, violations of agreed interactions are detected and
notified to all interested parties; for this, an audit trail of all interactions will need to be
maintained.

3. Ability to demonstrate that hosted applications are meeting the various QoS requirements of
SLAs.

These three requirements underpin the design of the TAPAS architecture that contains three
new systems (layers).

The QoS management, monitoring and adaptation layer is intended to make the underlying
application server QoS enabled (requirement 1). It is responsible for reserving the underlying
resources necessary to meet the QoS requirements of applications hosted by that application
server, and monitoring the reserved resources, and possibly adapting resource usage (e.g.,
reserving some more) in case the QoS delivered by these resources deviates from that required
by the applications.

All cross-organisational interactions performed by applications are policed by the Inter-
Organisation Interaction regulation subsystem (requirement 2). Techniques were developed
enable relevant aspects of terms and condition contracts can be converted into electronic
contracts (x-contracts) and represented using state machines and role based access control
(RBAC) mechanisms for run time monitoring and policing. Techniques were developed to
enhanced middleware to incorporate non-repudiable service interactions providing audit trails of
service interactions.

It is necessary to be able to demonstrate that a hosted application actually meets the QoS
requirements (e.g., availability, performance) stated in the hosting contract SLAs (requirement
3). For this reason, we developed an application level QoS monitoring service, which must also
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measure various application level QoS parameters, calculate QoS levels and report any
violations. In TAPAS, QoS requirements in SLAs are specified using the SLAng language.

An important feature of TAPAS architecture is that the three subsystems can be deployed
independent of each other. For example, an ASP might decide to use a ‘standard’ application
server, without the need for QoS management features, because in a given scenario, over
provisioning might be acceptable. The ASP still might need one or both of inter-organisation
interaction regulation and QoS monitoring and violation detection subsystems. Another
important feature of the TAPAS architecture is that the inter-organisation interaction regulation
subsystem, as well as the  QoS monitoring and violation detection subsystem could be provided
by the ASP or one or more trusted third parties, thereby providing extreme flexibility in
deployment.

In the ASP scenario there are quite a few business stakeholders for which QoS related
technology is beneficial. First of all there are ASP clients, who are currently not or only quite
rarely in the  position to monitor the fulfilment of SLAs. It is quite obvious that the availability
to  monitor such services is beneficial to them instantly for existing ASP situations. For a
future ASP client it is even more beneficial because the client is not only in the  position to ask
for an SLA but as well for monitoring access. For the duration of an  ASP contract, clients will
be even be able to identify differences and subsequently claim financial penalties. In order to
achieve this goal, the ASP must use a TAPAS  platform, providing data to externals, be it the
client or a third party. The ASP is now able to find out the resource requirements before he has
to enter a costly general SLA, i.e. the prediction preciseness is much better than today.
Typically, ASPs will need to run load testing to configure the parameters appropriately,
resulting not only in more precise SLAs but as well in a better resource  usage in terms of used
machines in a cluster node.   The benefit of the resource usage especially lies in the likeliness of
the predicted  load. If the average expected load results in usage of two machines (or, nodes) in
a  cluster while the more unlikely higher loads will require four machines in the cluster,  the
resource usage can be optimised. However, the main benefit can be achieved by providing a
unique infrastructure that  will host multiple applications of perhaps many clients.

5. Adherence to Workplan

5.1. Statement of resource usage

Effort in Person months for reporting period 1/4/04 – 31/3/05

TAPAS Effort figures 1/4/04 - 31/3/05

Period: 1.4.04 - 31.3.05

Period Total Period Total Period Total Period Total Period Total
WP1 4.00 10.00 0.00 11.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 27.67 0.00 3.00 64.17
WP2 0.00 11.00 0.00 10.40 0.00 14.00 0.00 10.33 0.00 11.00 56.73
WP3 0.00 24.00 5.10 12.60 0.00 26.50 0.00 5.00 0.00 10.00 78.10
WP4 20.00 21.00 12.80 19.70 20.00 20.00 27.40 31.50 12.00 12.00 104.20
WP5 1.50 4.00 2.00 4.15 4.00 4.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 12.65
WP6 6.00 14.50 2.40 3.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 19.25
Total 31.50 84.50 22.30 61.60 24.00 77.00 27.40 76.00 12.00 36.00 335.10

Months 25-36
Ncl* Adesso UniBo UCL Camb. Cumulative 

Totals
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5.2. Deliverable schedule update

No significant changes were made. The following deliverables were produced:

D4: Service Composition and Analysis Tool (month 30)

D15: TAPAS QoS-aware Platform: technology and demonstrations (month 30)

D6: TAPAS Architecture

D11: QoS-aware Application Server: Design, Implementation, and Experimental Evaluation

D14: Third Year Evaluation and Assessment Report

D20: TAPAS Final Report

Deliverable D18, Technological Implementation Plan (TIP) is being produced.

The title of D15 was changed from ‘QoS-Aware and trusted ASP for Auctions’ as originally
stated in the DoW, to ‘TAPAS QoS-aware Platform: technology and demonstrations’ as it
better reflects the expanded scope of the deliverable. This is because, in addition to the auction
application, we also developed a real-time collision detection service that supports QoS
guarantees suitable for satisfying the collision detection requirements of graphically represented
3D virtual worlds. This application was developed to illustrate the functionality of the QoS
enabled group communication.

Two additional reports were produced:

 ‘QoS-aware application server: preliminary design and implementation report’ was produced
to document the work in this area performed up to month 30. This report contributes towards
the final year report on the platform (deliverable D11).

‘Dynamic Trust Management’ that documents some work on trust performed by Bologna and
UCL was produced, as deliverable D6.1.

5.3. Modifications to Workplan

The demonstration of TAPAS QoS-aware Platform using the auction application was scheduled
for 1 October 04, in Dortmund at the offices of Adesso. The plan was to demonstrate the
project results to the TAPAS IAB and the Reviewers. Unfortunately, due to timetabling
difficulties, the demonstration event was cancelled at the last moment. It has been decided to
reschedule the event as a part of the Final Review of the project.

6. Co-operation in the project

All the four technical workpackages were active during the reporting period: WP1 (deliverable
D4), WP4 (deliverable D15) and WP5. Project partners first met in April 04 in London
(meeting hosted by UCL) to discuss the outcome of the second year review and plan the
forthcoming work. The following project meetings were held:

• 22/23 April 2004: post- second year review meeting in London
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• June 2004: Team meeting in Newcastle

• November 2004: technical EB meeting in London

• December 2004: technical team and installation meeting in Dortmund

• January 2005: IAB meeting in London

• March 2005: final team and review meeting in Dortmund.

WP1: Application Service Requirements and Specification

The main work was on SLA composition and validation, D4, and was the responsibility of
UCL. The staff at UCL spent considerable effort to implement and evaluate the SLA
composition and validation tool set (Deliverable D4). The approach taken for the
implementation generally follows the Model Driven Architecture approach proposed by the
OMG. The key insight to the construction of the tool set is the observation is that if syntax and
semantics of a service level agreement language are specified formally and in a machine
readable form (using MOF and OCL), then the best part of a validation component can be
automatically derived by a generator. We have constructed this generator to prove this point.
The tool suite then adds manually constructed user interfaces for composing SLAs and testing
SLAs.

The approach and its evaluation is detailed in the report that accompanies D4. The SLA
composition and validation tool set is a the result of several collaborations, both between
different TAPAS partners and also with partners of other EU funded projects.

The SLA validator component uses the OCL interpreter that was written by David Akehurst at
the University of Canterbury in Kent with whom we collaborate in the SEGRAVIS Research
Training Network. This collaboration has enabled us to allowed us to the component and has
enabled us to jointly rectify defects in the OCL interpreter.

The input files for the SLA validation component generator are created by Gentleware's UML
tool Poseidon, which was kindly made available free of charge by Marco Boger, CEO of
Gentleware, who serves on the TAPAS IAB. We have evaluated the SLA validation component
jointly with Simon Parkin of Newcastle using the EJB-based auction application that was
written by Werner Beckmann's team at Adesso AG.

WP2: Design of QoS-aware Infrastructure for Application Hosting

This WP was active during the last six months of the project. Its purpose was to produce
revised architecture report, d6 (revised version of D5), in the light of WP3 and WP4 work.
Newcastle collaborated in WP3 and 4 (see next), and produced D6.

WP3: Implementation of QoS-aware Core Services

The adesso implementation activities include a variety of tasks that are related to the activities of
the other partners. It can surely be said that a technology created in a laboratory is of a quite
different value than a technology that has been deployed successfully on a real world
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installation. Hence adesso team members have been cooperating with the project partners to
install the TAPAS solutions at adesso machines and to give feedback regarding stability, errors
and configuration issues.

Firstly, the modified JBoss application server needs to be mentioned as a vital component. It can
be said that JBoss cluster installation not a simple task, but still viable for default installations.
However, the installation of additional components such as RMI listeners and the suitable
configuration of logging and communication overheads is not trivial, because these TAPAS
components are not yet in a state of a released open source product. Among the application
server related tasks is as well the consideration, if the load balancing is happening at all, for
instance. Furthermore, correct installations of other components such as open source database
MAXDB and timer quartz have turned out to be potential points of failure, if not done
accurately.

Other components, such as the MeCo and the external monitoring should have been simple to
deploy, however, issues such as incompatible Linux versions of the same distribution and same
version main number turned out to be difficulties hard to overcome.

adesso hosted a technical team meeting in Dortmund, which helped all partners to not only
deploy the solutions on adesso machines but as well to gain insights in the worlds behind the
interfaces. However, communication required not only face-to-face meetings but as well
electronic communication. This included the provision of a secured access to the evaluation
machines, which are located in the DMZ, by adesso. Thus partners could update their
installations on their own.

This WP consisted of the following four tasks; namely, Task 3.1, entitled "QoS-aware
Containers", Task 3.2, entitled "QOS-enabled Group Communications", Task 3.3, entitled
"Trusted Coordination", and Task 3.4, entitled" QoS Monitoring". Tasks 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4
terminated on schedule on 31 March 2004; task 3.1 terminates on schedule on 31 March, 2005.
Thus, the WP3 activity in the last year of the TAPAS project consisted of terminating Task 3.1;
this activity has been carried out as planned, and completed successfully. This activity is fully
documented in the deliverable D11.

WP4: Evaluation and Assessment
First six months – phase 1 - of the activity was concerned with deliverable D15: TAPAS QoS-
aware Platform: technology and demonstrations (month 30). The last six months, second phase,
was concerned with evaluation, deliverable D14: third Year Evaluation and Assessment Report.

All the partners met in Newcastle on 29 June 04 to plan the integration and demonstration work
that underpin D15, to be carried out under the leadership of Adesso. The four scenarios for
illustrating the features of the TAPAS platform were developed. The main responsibilities for
the various tasks were assigned as follows: Auction application development: Adesso, scenario
1 (Electronic service SLAs contract monitoring): Newcastle, scenario 2 (Meeting hosting SLAs
contract obligations): Bologna, Scenario 3 (Terms and conditions contract monitoring):
Newcastle, scenario 4 (Demonstration of QoS enabled group communication): Newcastle.

Auction Application Development: Adesso initiated and finished the implementation of the
auction application that is used for evaluation of the TAPAS solutions. The  application is
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capable of running on a cluster of application servers and includes a  simulated external service.    
Aside from making the application  and the source code available to the project  members
adesso staff members have been writing technical documents to ease the  deployment and
installation tasks for the other project members. Furthermore,  adesso team members have tried
to give an appropriate support to project members by answering  questions regarding
deployment, testing the application and bug fixing. Another tasks consisted in preparing the
demo meeting for end of September, i.e. in  resource allocation of computers, rooms etc. The
preparation of the meeting required  various activities such as synchronization of the used
Linux, JDK and Jboss versions,  providing access to machines, setting up demonstration
networks etc.

The activities to finalize the implementations of the various solutions in TAPAS have  lead to the
need of highly interactive team work, because the implementation  platform J2EE and Jboss are
highly complex. This is reflected by intensive  discussions about the various Jboss APIs as well
as by the need to identify bugs and  problems with a distributed team. In order to avoid
travelling costs the team members  made intensive use of electronic communication means such
as email and ICQ  chats. Aside from the more code-oriented analysis tasks the project team had
to agree on  the final deployment scenario. In this difficult discussion adesso has helped with its
knowledge from industrial J2EE projects. It became clear that a full solution  containing state-
of-the-art net address translation devices for instance would not be required, because it can be
seen as a black box with defined interfaces and is not  relevant for the overall deployment.

Following memos and project-internal papers (last release dates) were written by Adesso and
circulated:

“Using the auction application”, Timm Uibel, 2004-09-25

“TestMaker installation”, Timm Uibel, 2004-08-25

“Server setup, Timm Uibel”, 2004-08-09

“How to install JBoss, Eclipse and a DB”, Timm Uibel, 2004-04-15

Electronic service SLAs contract monitoring: This work was carried out at Newcastle, working
with UCL. The collaboration between Newcastle and UCL primarily involved the incorporation
of the SLAng SLA definition & evaluation engine into the MeCo (metric collector) monitoring
framework. In order to facilitate this, regular e-mail communication was utilised and access to a
shared CVS repository was arranged (which allowed for direct access to respective projects); as
a result, difficulties with code integration were resolved more efficiently, and code updates
(especially with respect to the SLAng engine) were made available quicker. Both projects also
benefited from the active use of the SLAng engine at Newcastle, which helped in the alpha-
testing of the SLAng engine as well as the development of the MeCo framework.

Meeting hosting SLAs contract obligations: Bologna have been concerned principally with
finalizing the implementation of the first prototype of the QoS-aware application server, to be
demonstrated at the end of September in Dortmund. Specifically, Bologna completed the
development of the cluster configuration and load balancing mechanisms of this prototype. This
development effort is discussed in detail in the report entitled “QoS-aware application server:
preliminary design and implementation report, by G. Lodi and F. Panzieri.
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In Bologna’s prototype implementation, the Macro Resource Manager is able to configure the
initial cluster (the cluster that will be used for the auction application deployment). In order to
carry out this task, the Macro Resource Manager interrogates the Micro Resource Manager so
as to get the QoSData related to each node of the cluster. The QoSData are the set of response
time, throughput, and JVM free allocated memory parameters.

Specifically, Bologna developed the Load Balancer and the Macro Resource components, which
utilize data from the Micro Resource component, developed by Newcastle. The design of the
platform was initially defined in a series of project meetings located in Bologna. Subsequently,
the components were implemented separately, but with a continuous exchange of ideas between
the two partners, in the form of e-mails and documents.

A first release of the Micro Resource component from Newcastle was sent to Bologna for a
preliminary integration, in order to make the structure uniform and run the basic components
with an earlier version of the auction application, provided by Adesso.

The complete integration of the components was done during two weeks of close cooperation
(late August – early September), where the two partners met up in Newcastle to configure and
test the TAPAS platform, running the Adesso auction application on a local cluster. At this
stage, the MeCo Monitoring framework was deployed on the same platform and tested together.

Terms and conditions contract monitoring: Terms and conditions for auctioning were
developed jointly by Adesso and Newcastle and then converted by Newcastle into contract
monitoring state machines (described in chapter 2 of D15). To augment the TAPAS auction
application with non-repudiation services Newcastle collaborated with Adesso, University of
Bologna and also with colleagues at Newcastle who were working on electronic service SLA
monitoring.

Adesso provided the auction application for deployment in local test environment at Newcastle.
This distribution included binary, source code, system configuration and user manuals. The
deployment of Newcastle non-repudiation middleware does not entail any modification to
application source code. However, in addition to introduction of various services, the application
behaviour is modified by changes to configuration information and the introduction of
additional (application-level) request validation. This requires an understanding of application
configuration, structure and semantics which Newcastle discussed with Adesso.

During testing and integration work at Newcastle (late August – early September) the Newcastle
team worked closely with colleagues at University of Bologna and at Newcastle who were
working on QoS monitoring and clustering. We worked on a common deployment environment
at Bologna and Newcastle. We also performed tests to ensure that the configuration and
operation of the various middleware services (for non-repudiation and QoS) and of the
deployed application did not conflict.

Demonstration of QoS enabled group communication: Integration of QoS enabled multicast
developed by TAPAS into JBoss (Jgroups) was carried out at Newcastle separately to all of the
integration effort discussed above. It required minor changes to the original APIs, mainly
concerning terminology and structure. The details of the integration together with a
demonstrator application (a distributed collision detection system as required in distributed
games/virtual reality applications) are presented in D15.
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Newcastle collaborated with Cambridge who have been working on two fronts. Firstly,
Cambridge have been looking at the monitoring layer required to support the Group
Communication protocol designed by Newcastle. Cambridge have been looking at how to
gather suitable information to provide to the higher layers, so that they may make accurate
access control and protocol tuning decisions, and some initial implementation work has begun.
Secondly, Cambridge have been working with the Economics Faculty at the University of
Cambridge to see if there is any principles of economics that support/contest the role of the
Trusted Third Party in a monitoring arrangement (i.e., where does the trust come from).

Remarks from Adesso: During this phase of the project it was quite necessary to check the
solution  design against the current market reality. However, the technical proof of concepts
have been achieved by the partners by implementing the designed solutions as  software.
Adesso has been aiming to bring the discussion of adopting new technological trends  vs. effort
and usability in real-world scenarios to a balance. It is worth noting that the  project team
decided not to migrate the current solutions to Jboss 4.0 as suggested  by Jboss group officials.
Though this might have caused some additional attention for  the TAPAS project, it could be
clarified that such a migration would not only consume  additional effort but could impose risks
to the agreed deadlines. Adesso has influenced such discussions by exploiting the knowledge
of a high  number of open source J2EE projects. For instance it can be observed, that  utilization
of open source requires a risk-aware and thus more conservative adoption  of release changes
for Jboss.

The second half of the year was concerned with evaluation, Deliverable D14, responsibility of
Adesso. The evaluation turned out to be far from simple. Among the difficulties that had to be
overcome were problems with the initially used testing tool JMeter, that could not correctly
interpret certain HTML forms, and the shift to a more mature testing tool called Testmaker.
Though the second tool seems to be less comfortable in terms of having to code the test scripts
in Python it shows that this is of course more powerful than the declarative approach of JMeter.
These test scripts have been refined to allow different load characteristics, while it was a core
task to identify a suitable load for the given machine set. It must be noted, that the creation of
stress tests is by far more simple than the accurate creation of tests that act within suitable load
factor limitations.

During the test activities we identified a number of limitations and issues in the auction
application and in the test installation, which have then been solved. Due to issues with the first,
JMeter-based test scripts we presented some first evaluation results to the IAB, while being
aware that some major issues did exist. However, at the time of writing, the evaluation has
reached a sufficient status so that we can see the benefits and limitations of TAPAS platform.

WP5: Dissemination and Implementation

The activities of adesso include the compilation of a business case computation that is currently
evaluated by the members of the board. It can be said that the investment for a professional
usage has to be inspected carefully as it is substantial.

Besides the scientific dissemination adesso sees another benefit of this shared-cost project in
gaining know how in rather complex JBoss clustering techniques, which can subsequently be
used in a number of client projects. Even in sales activities it turned out to be beneficial for
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adesso to use TAPAS as a reference for its knowledge in SLA management, middleware
technology and involvement in international projects.

Based on the interest of the technical press experienced during the 2n d year, we aim to publish
some non-scientific articles on the TAPAS evaluation results in April.

TAPAS members organised the Workshop on Quality of Service for Application Servers 2004
(QoSAS'04): it provided a forum for researchers, application designers and users to review,
discuss and learn about new approaches and concepts in application server QoS development.
See section 8.

WP6: Project Management

The management activities included attendance to EB and IAB meetings as well as the
preparation of technical meetings. Furthermore, the preparation of the planned review meeting in
September (which was cancelled) as well as the final review meeting in Dortmund in March 05.

7. Co-ordination with other projects/programmes

Cambridge, UCL and Newcastle have nationally funded research projects on Grid computing
where TAPAS ideas on trusted coordination, monitoring, contract/SLA specification and QoS
aware application hosting are highly relevant.

Bologna is taking part in  nationally funded research programmes:  

"Information Society - Architectures and Protocols for Replicated Web Services", funded by
the Italian Ministry of the Education, University, and Research (MIUR);

"Design, development, and evaluation of an infrastructure for supporting mobile, multimodal
access to Web services", funded by the Emilia-Romagna County Council;

"WebMinds" project funded by the Italian Ministry of Education, University and Research
(MIUR);

  FIRB "Performance EValuation of Complex Systems", funded by the Italian Ministry of the
Education, University, and Research (MIUR).

Santosh Shrivastava, “Security and Trust in Composite Services”, IST-2001-37126 project
ADAPT, deliverable report D12, August 04. This report describes how ideas on trusted
coordination developed in TAPAS (deliverable D9) can be applied to Web service composition
work being undertaken in the ADAPT project.  

8. Promotion / Information Dissemination

8.1. Workshops

The Workshop on Quality of Service for Application Servers 2004 (QoSAS'04), in conjunction
with IEEE 23rd Symposium on Reliable Distributed Systems(SRDS 2004),  Jurerê Beach
Village, Santa Catarina Island, Brazil, 17 October2004 was organised by TAPAS members to
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provide a forum for researchers, application designers and users to review, discuss and learn
about new approaches and concepts in application server QoS development. The topics of the
workshop reflected the work carried out in the TAPAS project. As such, the workshop provided
an ideal opportunity to disseminate the ongoing results from the TAPAS project to an audience
of academics and industrial professionals. In addition, work from others (non TAPAS
members) were also presented at the workshop, providing an excellent opportunity for members
of the TAPAS project to learn from other academics/industrialists carrying out work in similar
areas.

All the papers submitted to the workshop were reviewed by at least three members of the
Program Committee (constituted from industrial/academic experts in distributed systems
research). Seven papers were selected as regular papers. These paper presentations were
complemented by an invited talk and a panel session.

The workshop was organised in five sessions. The first session was an invited talk given by Dr.
Graeme Dixon from IBM on recent developments of IBM's application server (WebSphere).
The focus of the second session (adaptability) was on how application servers may be
configured during run-time to make best use of processing resources while still satisfying QoS
guarantees. The third session (scheduling) presented work aimed at satisfying the QoS
requirements of real-time systems. The fourth session (web services) presented research
associate to satisfying QoS requirements of service based architectures. Finally, the fifth
session was a panel discussion entitled "research challenges for application server developers".
The workshop was a success, attracting paper submissions from over ten different countries and
delegates from both academia and industry.

8.2. Research Publications

TAPAS members published the following papers and attended the relevant conferences and
workshops.

C. Molina-Jimenez, S.K. Shrivastava, E. Solaiman and J. Warne:

Run-time Monitoring and Enforcement of Electronic Contracts

Electronic Commerce Research and Applications (ECRA), Elsevier, Vol. 3, No. 2, 2004

G. Denaro, A. Polini and W. Emmerich:

Early Performance Testing of Distributed Software Applications

in Proceedings of the 4th Int. Workshop on Software and Performance, San Francisco, January
2004 (ACM Press)

E. Turrini and V. Ghini:

A Protocol for exchanging performance data in Content Distribution Internetworks

3rd  International Conference on Networking (ICN'04), February 29 - March 4, 2004 – Creole
Beach Hotel, Gosier, Guadeloupe, French Caribbean
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N. Cook, P. Robinson and S.K. Shrivastava:

Component Middleware to Support Non-repudiable Service Interactions

IEEE/IFIP International Conference on Dependable Systems and Networks (DSN 2004),
Florence, June 2004, pp. 605-614.

C. Molina-Jimenez, S.K. Shrivastava, J. Crowcroft and P. Gevros:

On the Monitoring of Contractual Service Level Agreements

The First IEEE International Workshop on Electronic Contracting (WEC), July 2004, San
Diego

J. Skene, D. Lamanna and W. Emmerich:

Precise Service Level Agreements

In Proc. of the 26th Int. Conference on Software Engineering, Edinburgh, UK, Sept. 2004.
ACM Press

L. Capra:

Engineering Human Trust in Mobile System Collaborations. 

In Proc. of the 12th International Symposium on the Foundations of Software Engineering
(SIGSOFT 2004/FSE-12). November 2004.

L. Capra:

Towards a Human Trust Model for Mobile Ad-hoc Networks.

In Proc. of 2nd UK-UbiNet Workshop. May 2004, London, United Kingdom

N. Mezzetti:

Enabling Trust-Awareness in Naming Services

Proceedings of the 1st International Conference on Trust and Privacy in Digital Business,
Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Springer-Verlag, Vol. 3184, pp. 20-29, 2004.

N. Mezzetti:

A Socially Inspired Reputation Model

Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Springer-Verlag GmbH, Volume 3093 / 2004:  Public Key
Infrastructure: First European PKI Workshop: Research and Applications, Samos Island,
Greece, June 25-26, 2004, Editors:  Sokratis K. Katsikas, Stefanos Gritzalis, Javier Lopez

Giorgia Lodi, Fabio Panzieri:

QoS-aware Clustering of Application Servers,
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Proc. 1st IEEE International Workshop on Quality of Service in Application Servers (QoSAS
2004), in conjunction with 23rd Symposium on Reliable Distributed Systems (SRDS 2004),
Jurerê Beach Village, Santa Catarina Island, Brazil, 17 October 2004.

Davide Rossi, Elisa Turrini:

Testing J2EE clustering performance and what we found there

Proc. 1st IEEE International Workshop on Quality of Service in Application Servers (QoSAS
2004), in conjunction with 23rd Symposium on Reliable Distributed Systems (SRDS 2004),
Jurerê Beach Village, Santa Catarina Island, Brazil, 17 October 2004.

Di Ferdinando A., Ezhilchelvan P.D., Mitrani I.:

Design  and Evaluation of a QoS-Adaptive System for Reliable Multicasting.  

In Proceedings of the 23rd Symposium on Reliable Distributed Systems (SRDS04),
Florianópolis, Brazil,  October 2004.

G. Ferrari, S. Shrivastava, P. Ezhilchelvan:

An Approach to Adaptive Performance Tuning of Application Servers.

In Proc. 1st IEEE International Workshop on Quality of Service in Application Servers QoSAS
2004), in conjunction with 23rd Symposium on Reliable Distributed Systems (SRDS
2004),Santa Catarina Island, Brazil, 17 October 2004.

Year 2005

Davide Rossi, Elisa Turrini:

Analyzing Performance Data Exchange in Content Delivery Networks,

Proc. International Conference on Networking (ICN '05), Reunion Island, April 17-21, 2005 .

N. Mezzetti:

Design and Evaluation of a Trust-Aware Naming Service,

To appear in Computer Systems Science and Engineering Journal, 2005.

To appear:

Wolfgang Emmerich, James Skene:
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To appear in "Architecting Dependable Systems III", to be published in the LNCS series by
Springer in 2005, Editors: Rogerio de Lemos, Cristina Gacek and Sascha Romanovsky.

8.3.  Software

TAPAS software developed under deliverables D4 (service composition and analysis), D8 (QoS
aware group communication), D9 (trusted coordination), D10 (QoS monitoring) and D11 (QoS
aware application server) has been made available in open source form at sourceforge.net
(http://tapas.sourceforge.net). Given the use of JBoss application server within the project, it
seems natural to seek closer collaboration with the JBoss organisation that develops the open
source application server. Accordingly, the project team has enlisted itself as academic partners
with them (there is a link to TAPAS on the main JBoss site).

8.4. Industrial Advisory Board Meeting

The IAB meeting was held at UCL, London,  31 Jan 05. Its purpose was to summarise our
work concerned with TAPAS platform development and demonstrator application, deliverable
D15. The agenda was:

10.30 - 11: Overview (Newcastle)

11- 11.30: SLA specification and analysis (UCL)

11.30 - 12: QoS/SLA Monitoring (Newcastle)

12 - 12.30: Inter-org interaction regulation (Newcastle)

12.30 - 1: QoS aware application server (Bologna)

1 - 2 : Lunch

2 - 2.30: Networking issues (Cambridge)

2.30 - 3: Auction demonstrator application (Adesso)

3 - 3.30: Discussion/feedback.

IAB members Paul McKee (BT), Stuart Wheater (Arjuna Technologies) and Rudolf K. Keller
(Zühlke Engineering AG) attended the meeting. UCL gave an overview of SLAng and
associated tools. The response to Rudolf Keller’s question (how does it differ from industry
effort on SLA specification, such as WSLA), was that SLAng has a precise semantic model that
makes it amenable to automated processing (e.g., checker tool), not yet possible for WSLA.
Paul Mckee stressed the importance third party QoS/SLA monitoring, and was supportive of
the TAPAS architecture. He also remarked that there is a need for encrypting monitoring traffic,
as it carries sensitive customer information. Bologna’s presentation on QoS aware application
server generated much discussion on how to present comparative experimental data,
highlighting differences between Jboss and TAPAS enhanced Jboss application server. It was
decided that the measurements should concentrate on ‘dynamic’ load balancing: the novel
feature of TAPAS. These comments have been taken into account in deliverable D11. Paul
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McKee remarked that any development that could lead to reduction in management cost of
middleware is to be welcome. This way, he saw possibilities of using TAPAS results.  

9. General Comments

Since TAPAS started, a Web Services have arrived on the scene and are rapidly being adopted
in industry. In order to ensure validity of the TAPAS results, Web Services have been
incorporated into the Service Level Agreement Formalism defined at UCL. The TAPAS
architecture is well suited to the Web services world as J2EE component middleware and Web
services are closely linked. As a specific case, architecture deliverable D6 describes how non-
repudiation middleware services developed for J2E can be adapted to the world of web services.

10. Conclusions

The main objective of the TAPAS project was to develop novel methods, tools, algorithms and
protocols that support the construction and provisioning of Internet application services. The
project planned to achieve this objective by developing QoS enabled middleware services
capable of meeting Service Level Agreements (SLAs) between application services. The project
has achieved this objective.


